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E. The Principle of Measured ___________: God has chosen the ___________ 
words that He wanted, to preserve His Word and the specific events recorded 
to teach us and show us things. 

1. There is a reason for ____________ word, ____________ detail, 
____________ event, ____________ name, and ____________ story 
recorded in God's Word. 

a. John 20:30-31 

b. John 21:24-25 

c. Rom 15:4  

d. 1 Cor 10:1-11  

e. 2 Tim 3:16-17  

2. The _______________ words of scripture are the key to correct 
understanding (not just the thought or message of the passage) 

a. Ps. 12:6-7  

b. Prov. 30:5-6 

3. Jesus Christ promised that every “_______ and _______________” have 
been preserved 

a. Matt.5:18 

b. Mark13:31 

c. In many KJV Bibles, the letters of the Hebrew alphabet appear above 
the stanzas of Psalms 119 

d. A “jot,” or jod, appears above Psa.119:73 and is the smallest letter 
of the Hebrew alphabet 

e. A “tittle” is the slightest difference of a pen stroke, such as that 
distinguishing the daleth (v25) from the resh (v153)  

4. Key words and phrases establish the ______________ and prove the 
______________ consistency of God’s Word. 

a. Ps. 119:89, 140, 152, 160 

b. Rev 22:19 
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c. Examples of the importance of the very words and phrases God uses 
in the Bible:  

i. “Day of the Lord”—points to the Second Advent of Christ. 

(a) Advent: arrival of something long awaited and usually 
something momentous.  

(b) Acts 2:20, I Thess 5:1-2 This day lasts 1000 years.  

(c) Supported by scripture in 2 Pet 3:8 

(d) When you see this phrase, it should be a sign to 
carefully examine the context to see if there is a truth 
God is communicating about the Second Coming.  

ii. “Those Days”- directly or indirectly used in the context of the 
coming tribulation period.  

(a) Notice the use of this phrase in the following 
passages: Matt 24:15-22, 29, Jer. 31:33.  

iii. “Without a cause” – This phrase is associated with Jesus 
Christ, the innocent One who was betrayed. 

(a) John 15:25 gives historical context.  

(b) Psalm 35:1-7, 69:4, 109:1-5: all pictures of Christ.  

5. Two of the most important words in the Bible are the words ________ and the 
word _______. 

a. God teaches us through the use of similitudes, word pictures and 
types. 

b. Ps 1 

c. Matt. 22:30 

d. Matt. 24:36-38 

e. Eph. 5 
                                                  


